THE MOST FAMOUS OF GOLF COURSE SPRINKLERS
Now Priced for 1933 Budgets

and with all the outstanding LARK qualities --

EASY TO ADJUST.
Large nozzle quickly set high or low, to right or left by simply turning thumb screw as shown below. Made of everlasting brass, mounted on iron roller for ease in moving. Easily covers area 100 ft. in diameter. Spreads water evenly and gently. "Better Than Rain." It’s the same famous, precision-made LARK Sprinkler, but at a new low price. Now only $12.50 prepaid.

Scotty Chisholm Shoots Some Sports Movies

D. SCOTT CHISHOLM, one of the best of the golf writers and a photographer who is a master with the trigger, has shot a number of reels of sport movies now being distributed by the Parry Film Co., 10100 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. Scotty shot 14 reels of the Olympic games at Los Angeles, getting some magnificent films of field, track, aquatic and equestrian sports.

Full details of these films, which are of the home motion picture projector size, may be had from the Parry Film Co.

Cutting Course Costs

(Continued from page 12)
invariably the greenkeeper works right on the course with his men, and his days are much too full to permit of anything more than day to day maintenance. Assuming that he has the ability, the experience and the inclination, it is not reasonable to expect him to work half the night and weekends on course economies, and attend to daily maintenance as well. And it is just as equally impossible for the average weekend green-chairman, no matter how interested and efficient. It is a specialist’s job.

Part-Time Man Is the Answer.

Now above all times must waste be eliminated, efficiency intensified and sound economies introduced. The entire economic and physical structure should be analyzed, requirements ascertained, deficiencies remedied, present and future policy determined and every detail planned accordingly in advance.

The average small town club cannot afford a whole time expert agronomist and economist. It would, however, be possible for a group of clubs in a given locality to secure such services co-operatively. Thereby could be obtained, at small individual cost, specialized advice and savings in maintenance and in mass material and equipment purchases. The expert service contemplated (and surely such must be available in every locality) would not only analyze and suggest, but actually work with the chairman and greenkeeper in planning details of course routine along sound economic lines, giving as well regular and personal service at each course during the entire playing season.